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Class business

• Project 2 – late essays can be turned in until May 20 (minus one point 
per day)

• Concert Response Essay – late essays can be turned in until May 27 
(minus one point per day)

• Due at the exam: Blog Response Essay – I am leaving the country and 
submitting grades on June 1, so any late work must be handed in by 
then



True/False

All music has meter.



Meter

What do we listen for when we listen for meter?

• Beats (pulse)

• Things that emphasize certain beats more than others: bass changing, 
accented, stronger notes in the melody or text, percussion events

• Noticing that there is regularity in which beats are emphasized 
(strong vs. weak)



Email question: I’d like a review on meter.

Come up with a question that could be asked on the exam about meter.



What is texture?

The simultaneous relationship between all the parts of the music



Email question: What role does imitation play 
in determining texture?

In music, “imitation” has two meanings:

• Musical imitation – one musician imitates (echoes, copies) what 
another musician does (a motive, a melody)

• Imitation of the real world – musical sounds imitate the sounds, 
feelings, images, or sensations of the real world (program music)

ANY texture is possible with both kinds of imitation.



True/False

Imitation of the real world is a common feature of Classical era music. 



Concerto

True/False. A concerto is similar to an opera in that the soloist is the 
main focus of the listener’s attention and performs more virtuosic 
material than the accompanying ensemble.

True/False. A concerto is different from an opera because in a concerto 
the soloist dresses in costume and performs choreographed physical 
gestures on stage.



Ritornello form

• “Ritornello” means “the little thing that returns”

• Example from class: Antonio Vivaldi, Violin Concerto in E Major Op. 8 
No. 1 “La primavera”
• Ritornello alternates with the soloist



True/False. Composers usually write both the librettos for their operas 
as well as the music.

Which of the following composers whose operas we’ve studied did not
write the librettos for their operas?

Georges Bizet Jerome Kern

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Henry Purcell

Richard Wagner



True/False. A prelude is an introductory piece of music that precedes 
something else (an act of an opera or another larger piece of music)

Examples:

Richard Wagner, Prelude to Act 3 of Lohengrin

Johann Sebastian Bach, many Preludes and Fugues



Scales: diatonic and chromatic

• Diatonic – only contains notes in 
the key

• Chromatic – contains other 
notes, too (fills in whole steps 
with half steps)

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Piano 
Sonata No. 16 in C Major, K.545 
(1788)

Georges Bizet, “Habanera” from 
Carmen Suite No. 2 (1887)



True/False

All music tries to adhere to a universal standard of beauty.



True/False

Minimalism was an 18th-century artistic trend.



True/False

Berlioz and Debussy were orphaned as children and that’s why they 
were sent to the Paris Conservatoire, where they were mediocre 
students and their education covered a broad range of subjects beyond 
music.



Final thoughts?

Not all music is worth 
listening to multiple times, 
but all music is worth listening 
to once

To commit to education is to 
commit to growing

“Just listen with the vastness of the world in mind.
You can’t fail to get the message.” —Pierre Boulez


